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ON ERROR ESTIMATES FOR GALERKIN FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE
CAMASSA-HOLM EQUATION
D.C. ANTONOPOULOS, V. A. DOUGALIS, AND DIMITRIOS MITSOTAKIS
Abstract. We consider the Camassa-Holm (CH) equation, a nonlinear dispersive wave equation that mod-
els one-way propagation of long waves of moderately small amplitude. We discretize in space the periodic
initial-value problem for CH (written in its original and in system form), using the standard Galerkin finite
element method with smooth splines on a uniform mesh, and prove optimal-order L2-error estimates for
the semidiscrete approximation. We also consider an initial-boundary-value problem on a finite interval for
the system form of CH and analyze the convergence of its standard Galerkin semidiscretization. Using the
fourth-order accurate, explicit, “classical” Runge-Kutta scheme for time-stepping, we construct a highly
accurate, stable, fully discrete scheme that we employ in numerical experiments to approximate solutions of
CH, mainly smooth travelling waves and nonsmooth solitons of the ‘peakon’ type.
1. Introduction
In this paper we analyze standard Galerkin finite element approximations to the Camassa-Holm (CH)
equation
(1.1) ut + 2kux + 3uux − uxxt = 2uxuxx + uuxxx .
The equation may be derived as a bi-Hamiltonian integrable system by the method of [26] (cf. [24], [25]).
It is named after R. Camassa and D.D. Holm, who derived it in [7] from the Euler equations of water-wave
theory as a model for the unidirectional propagation of long waves on the surface of an ideal fluid in a
uniform horizontal channel. In (1.1), which is written in nondimensional, unscaled variables, u = u(x, t) is
proportional to the depth-averaged horizontal velocity of the fluid at x, t, that are proportional to position
along the channel and time, respectively. The equation was further studied from this viewpoint in [29], and
was rigorously justified in [17] as an O(σ4)-accurate unidirectional approximation to the Euler equations
when the scaling parameters satisfy σ ≪ 1, ǫ = O(σ). Here ǫ = a/h0, σ
2 = h20/λ
2, h0 is the depth of
the channel, a is a typical surface wave amplitude, and λ a typical wavelength. In scaled, nondimensional
variables such a derivation leads e.g. to the equation
(1.2) υτ + υy + ǫυυy − σ
2υyyτ −
ǫσ2
3 (2υyυyy + υυyyy) = O(σ
4) ,
from which we may recover (1.1) by replacing the right-hand side by zero and making the change of variables
u(x, t) = 2kǫυ(y, τ)/3, y = σx, τ = 2kσt. Hence, when compared with the scaled BBM equation, for which
σ ≪ 1, ǫ = O(σ2), the equation (1.2) approximates the Euler equations to the same order of formal accuracy,
possesses an additional nonlinear dispersive term, and remains valid in the larger wave-amplitude regime
ǫ = O(σ).
The Camassa-Holm equation has been studied extensively and shown to possess global smooth solutions,
but also solutions that develop ‘breaking wave’ singularities in finite time; in such singular solutions the
derivative ux blows up while u remains bounded. As expected from its complete integrability properties, the
equation possesses solitons, i.e. solitary waves that interact cleanly. It should be noted that (1.1) may be
written in system form e.g. as
(1.3)
m = u− uxx ,
mt + 2kux + umx + 2uxm = 0 .
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The literature on the well-posedness of the initial-value problem (ivp) for the CH is large; here we will
just mention some basic references. (A survey of results up to 2003 may be found in [37]. It should be
noted that in some of the works to be mentioned below k is taken equal to zero in (1.1) and in (1.3); for
the significance of k in the context of travelling-wave solutions, see the remarks below.) In [15] Constantin
and Escher established the existence of local in time solutions in H3 for (1.1) with k = 0, and provided
sufficient conditions on the initial data that lead to global solutions or to the emergence of singularities in
finite time. Analogous results for the periodic ivp for the CH, written in the system form (1.3) with k = 0,
were established in [13] in the Sobolev space H2per of periodic functions. In [35] Li and Olver studied the
well-posedness of the ivp for a slightly generalized form of (1.1) in Hs for s > 3/2, put forth alternative
conditions to those of [15] for global existence and finite-time blow up of solutions, and also studied the
existence of weaker solutions in Hs for 1 < s ≤ 3/2. The development of singularities has been studied in
several papers in addition to those already mentioned, e.g. in [16], [37], and in [17]; in the latter reference
the large-time (O(T/ǫ)) existence of solutions and the breaking of waves of the free surface equation (in
addition to the equation of the velocity u) have also been analyzed. More recently, issues of existence of
global generalized solutions, possibly after wave-breaking occurs, have been studied, cf. e.g. [6]. We also note
that the well-posedness of initial-boundary value problems (ibvp’s) for CH (usually written in the system
form (1.3)) has also been studied; see e.g. [33] for the local well-posedness in H4 of the ibvp for (1.3) with
k = 0 on a finite interval with boundary conditions u = m = 0 at the endpoints, and also [23], where the
well-posedness of the quarter-plane and the two-point ibvp has been studied in more general spaces.
Since CH is completely integrable it is amenable to study in terms of the Inverse Scattering Transform
(IST), cf. e.g. [14], [12], and their references. A complete classification of its travelling-wave solutions
has been carried out in [34]; such solutions may be smooth or nonsmooth, in the latter case satisfying the
equation in the sense of distributions. Its solitary waves are solitons. If k 6= 0 CH possesses smooth solitons
and N-solitons; these have been explicitly constructed, and their interactions studied by IST; cf. [30], and
especially [38, 39, 40, 41]. For k = 0 the equation does not have smooth solitary waves; it has however
generalized soliton solutions (‘peakons’) of the form u(x, t) = c exp(−|x − ct|) for any c > 0; the study
of existence and interactions of peakons has attracted a lot of attention, starting with [7]. (As previously
mentioned, other types of singular travelling-wave solutions have been identified in [34].) Finally, let us
mention that the stability of smooth solitons and peakons has been established in [19], [20]; see also [18].
A note on the constant k that appears in (1.1): As the change of variables that connects the scaled version
(1.2) of CH with (1.1) implies, k is related to the speed of e.g. the travelling-wave solutions of (1.2), and,
therefore, for physical water waves it is necessary that k 6= 0. We may assume that k > 0, since, otherwise,
the change of variables U(X,T ) = −u(x, t), X = −x, T = t leads to a CH equation with −2kUX instead of
2kux. It has also been noticed since [7] that the change of variables w(z, s) = u(x, t) + k, z = x+ kt, s = t,
transforms (1.1) into
(1.4) ws + 3wwz − wzzs = 2wzwzz + wwzzz ,
i.e. the CH without the 2kux term. (We will usually write (1.4) using the variables u, x, t and call it, cf.
[38], reduced CH equation (RCH).) As a consequence of this transformation and previous remarks on the
existence of solitary waves of CH and RCH, it follows that RCH possesses smooth travelling-wave solutions
decaying at infinity to k, and CH with k 6= 0 possesses peakon-type travelling waves decaying to −k.
Since the derivation of CH, numerical methods have been used in an exploratory fashion to illuminate
aspects of the generation and interactions of its solutions, see e.g. [8]. The ensuing numerical literature
is large; we confine ourselves to mentioning a few papers that the reader may consult along with their
references. Among works that focus on the analysis of numerical methods and error estimates cf. e.g. [32]
(spectral methods), [28] and [11] (finite difference methods), and [9] (particle methods). Works that focus on
the construction of numerical schemes and numerical experimentation include e.g. [31] (spectral methods),
[46] and [36] (DG methods), and [10] (particle methods).
In the paper at hand we consider Galerkin finite element methods for the numerical solution of CH. In
Sections 2 and 3 we provide the necessary background and notation and prove optimal-order-of-convergence
L2-error estimates for the standard Galerkin semidiscrete approximation for the periodic ivp for (1.1) using
smooth splines on a uniform mesh. The proof is effected by comparing the semidiscrete approximation
with the Thome´e-Wendroff quasiinterpolant, [45]. In Section 4 we consider the analogous periodic ivp for
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the system (1.3) and prove L2-error estimates of optimal rate of convergence for the semidiscrete standard
Galerkin approximations of m and u using again smooth periodic splines on a uniform mesh and employing
similar error estimation techniques. We refer to this numerical scheme as the ‘modified’ Galerkin method
and note that it requires splines of order r ≥ 2 (i.e. continuous piecewise polynomial functions of degree
r−1 ≥ 1), thus allowing the use of piecewise linear continuous functions, as opposed to the standard Galerkin
scheme for (1.1) that requires r ≥ 3, i.e. using at least C1 quadratics due to the presence of the uuxxx term.
In Section 5 we consider the ibvp for the system (1.3) on a finite interval with zero Dirichlet boundary
conditions for m and u at the endpoints. We study the convergence of the semidiscrete approximation of
the problem by the standard Galerkin method on a quasiuniform mesh with piecewise polynomial functions
of degree r − 1 with r ≥ 2. Using energy estimates, properties of the H1- and L2-projections onto the
finite element spaces and duality techniques we prove a suboptimal L2-error estimate of O(hr−1) for the
approximation of m, and an optimal H1-estimate of O(hr) and a suboptimal L2-estimate of O(hr−1/2) for
the approximation of u. We took k = 0 for simplicity in Sections 3-5; the inclusion of the 2kux term poses
no difficulty and the results are the same.
In Section 6 we present the results of some numerical experiments that we performed using the Galerkin
methods described above in space and discretizing the ivp’s for the attendant ode systems in the temporal
variable by the classical, explicit, fourth-order-accurate Runge-Kutta scheme. The resulting fully discrete
methods are stable under a mild restriction on the Courant number ∆t/h, as the problem is not very stiff
due to the presence of the BBM type term −uxxt in the left-hand side of (1.1). In the numerical experiments
we check the spatial order of convergence of the schemes in the case of smooth solutions and investigate
experimentally the order of convergence for peakons. We check the conservation properties of the discrete
schemes and study the fidelity of the numerical approximations of the travelling waves by computing their
amplitude, phase, shape, and speed errors. Finally, we study the generation and interactions of peakons and
compare the accuracy of our schemes with that of other numerical methods in the literature.
In this paper we denote, for integer k ≥ 0, by Hk = Hk(0, 1) the usual L2-based Sobolev spaces on [0, 1]
by H˚1 the subspace of H1 consisting of functions with zero boundary conditions, and by Hkper the subspace
of Hk consisting of 1-periodic functions; in all cases the corresponding norms are denoted by ‖ · ‖k. We let
Ck denote the k-times continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1] and Ckper the 1-periodic such functions.
The inner product on L2 = L2(0, 1) is denoted by (·, ·) and the corresponding norm simply by ‖ · ‖. The
norms of W k∞ =W
k
∞(0, 1) and L
∞ = L∞(0, 1) are denoted by ‖ · ‖k,∞ and ‖ · ‖∞, respectively. For a Banach
space X , C([0, T ];X) denotes as usual the continuous maps from [0, T ] into X . Pr are the polynomials of
degree at most r.
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2. Periodic splines and the quasiinterpolant
As we will be interested in approximating solutions of the CH that are 1-periodic functions in the spatial
variable, we let N be a positive integer and h = 1/N , xi = ih, i = 0, 1, . . . , N , and for integer r ≥ 2 consider
the associated N -dimensional space of smooth 1-periodic splines
Sh = {φ ∈ C
r−2
per [0, 1] : φ
∣∣
[xi−1,xi]
∈ Pr−1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ N} .
It is well known that Sh has the following approximation properties: Given a sufficiently smooth 1-periodic
function υ, there exists χ ∈ Sh such that
s−1∑
j=0
hj‖υ − χ‖j ≤ Ch
s‖υ‖s, 1 ≤ s ≤ r ,
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and
s−1∑
j=0
hj‖υ − χ‖j,∞ ≤ Ch
s‖υ‖s,∞, 1 ≤ s ≤ r ,
for some constant C independent of h and υ. Moreover, there exists a constant C independent of h such
that the inverse properties
‖χ‖β ≤ Ch
−(β−α)‖χ‖α, 0 ≤ α ≤ β ≤ r − 1 ,
‖χ‖s,∞ ≤ Ch
−(s+1/2)‖χ‖, 0 ≤ s ≤ r − 1 ,
hold for all χ ∈ Sh. (In the sequel we shall denote by C generic constants independent of h.)
Thome´e and Wendroff, [45], proved that there exists a basis {φj}
N
j=1 of Sh with supp(φj) = O(h), such
that if υ a sufficiently smooth 1-periodic function, the associated quasiinterpolant Qhυ =
∑N
j=1 υ(xj)φj
satisfies
(2.1) ‖Qhυ − υ‖ ≤ Ch
r‖υ(r)‖ .
In addition, they showed that the basis {φj}
N
j=1 may be chosen so that the following properties hold:
(i) If ψ ∈ Sh, then
(2.2) ‖ψ‖ ≤ Ch−1 max
1≤i≤N
|(ψ, φi)| .
(It follows from (2.2) that if ψ ∈ Sh, f ∈ L
2 are such that
(ψ, φi) = (f, φi) +O(h
α), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
then ‖ψ‖ ≤ Chα−1 + ‖f‖.)
(ii) Let w be a sufficiently smooth 1-periodic function and ν, κ integers such that 0 ≤ ν, κ ≤ r − 1. Then
(2.3)
(
(Qhw)
(ν), φ
(κ)
i
)
= (−1)κhw(ν+κ)(xi) +O(h
2r+j−ν−κ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
where j = 1 if ν + κ is even and j = 2 if ν + κ is odd.
(iii) Let f , g be sufficiently smooth 1-periodic functions and ν and κ as in (ii) above. Let
βi =
(
f(Qhg)
(ν), φ
(κ)
i
)
− (−1)κ
(
Qh
[
(fg(ν))(κ)
]
, φi
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Then
(2.4) max
1≤i≤N
|βi| = O(h
2r+j−ν−κ) ,
where j as in (ii).
It follows from the approximation and inverse properties of Sh, and (2.1) that if r ≥ 2, υ ∈ H
r
per(0, 1) ∩
W r∞(0, 1) and V = Qhυ, then
‖V − υ‖j ≤ Ch
r−j‖υ‖r, j = 0, 1, 2, if r ≥ 3, j = 0, 1, if r = 2 ,(2.5)
‖V − υ‖j,∞ ≤ Ch
r−j−1/2‖υ‖r,∞, j = 0, 1, 2, if r ≥ 3, j = 0, 1, if r = 2 ,(2.6)
‖V ‖j ≤ C, and ‖V ‖j,∞ ≤ C, j = 0, 1, 2, if r ≥ 3, j = 0, 1, if r = 2 .(2.7)
(The inequalities (2.7) follow from (2.5) and (2.6).)
3. Standard Galerkin semidiscretization of the periodic problem
In this section we consider the periodic initial-value problem for the Camassa-Holm equation in its reduced
form. For 0 ≤ t ≤ T we seek u = u(x, t), 1-periodic in x and satisfying
(C-H-per)
ut − utxx + 3uux = 2uxuxx + uuxxx, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 .
Constantin, [13], showed that (C-H-per) is well-posed in H2per on some temporal interval [0, T ], T = T (u0).
Here it will be assumed that (C-H-per) has a unique solution that is sufficiently smooth for the purposes of
the error estimation.
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In the sequel we will denote the H1 inner product by A(φ, χ) = (φ, χ)+(φ′, χ′), φ, χ ∈ H1per . In addition
we note that the right-hand side of the pde in (C-H-per) may be written as
2uxuxx + uuxxx = uxuxx + (uuxx)x =
1
2 (u
2
x)x + (uuxx)x .
Taking this into account and using integration by parts we define the semidiscrete approximation uh of
(C-H-per) in Sh for r ≥ 3 as the map uh : [0, T ]→ Sh such that
(uht, φ) + (uhtx, φ
′) + 3(uhuhx, φ) +
1
2 (u
2
hx, φ
′) + (uhuhxx.φ
′) = 0, ∀φ ∈ Sh, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,(3.1)
uh(0) = Qhu0.(3.2)
We start the error analysis of the semidiscretization (3.1)-(3.2) by establishing its consistency with (C-H-per):
Lemma 3.1. Let u, the solution of (C-H-per), be sufficiently smooth and suppose that r ≥ 3. If U = Qhu
and ψ : [0, T ]→ Sh is such that
(3.3) A(ψ, φ) = (Ut, φ) + (Utx, φ
′) + 3(UUx, φ) +
1
2 (U
2
x , φ
′) + (UUxx, φ
′), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
then, there exists a constant C independent of h, such that
(3.4) max
0≤t≤T
‖ψ(t)‖1 ≤ Ch
r .
Proof. Let ρ = Qhu− u = U − u. Then
(3.5) A(ψ, φ) = (ρt, φ) + (ρtx, φ
′) + 3(UUx − uux, φ) +
1
2 (U
2
x − u
2
x, φ
′) + (UUxx − uuxx, φ
′), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
Since
UUx − uux = (ρ+ u)(ρx + ux)− uux = ρρx + uxρ+ uρx ,
U2x − u
2
x = ρx(Ux + ux) = ρx(ρx + 2ux) = ρ
2
x + 2uxρx ,
UUxx − uuxx = (ρ+ u)(ρxx + uxx)− uuxx = ρρxx + uxxρ+ uρxx ,
we have from (3.5) that
(3.6) A(ψ, φ) = (ρt, φ) + 3(ρρx + uxρ, φ) +
1
2 (ρ
2
x, φ
′) + (ρρxx + uxxρ, φ
′) + (ω, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
where ω : [0, T ]→ Sh is defined by
(ω, φ) = (ρtx, φ
′) + 3(uρx, φ) + (uxρx, φ
′) + (uρxx, φ
′), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
Note that for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
(ω, φi) = (ρtx, φ
′
i) + 3(uρx, φi) + (uxρx, φ
′
i) + (uρxx, φ
′
i)
=
(
(Qhut)x − utx, φ
′
i
)
+ 3
(
u(Qhu)x − uux, φi
)
+
(
ux(Qhu)x − u
2
x, φ
′
i
)
+
(
(u(Qhu)xx − uuxx, φ
′
i
)
.
Therefore, from (2.4) it follows that
(ω, φi) = −(Qhutxx − utxx, φi) + 3
(
Qh(uux)− uux, φi
)
−
(
Qh(u
2
x)x − (u
2
x)x, φi
)
−
(
Qh(uuxx)x − (uuxx)x, φi
)
+ γi ,
where max1≤i≤N |γi| ≤ Ch
2r−1. Hence, from (2.2), (2.1) it follows that
(3.7) ‖ω‖ ≤ Chr .
Putting φ = ψ in (3.6) and taking into account (2.1), (2.5), and (2.6) we get
‖ψ‖21 ≤ C(h
r‖ψ‖+ h2r−3/2‖ψ‖+ h2r−5/2‖ψ‖1 + h
2r−2‖ψ‖1) + ‖ω‖‖ψ‖ ,
which, by (3.7) and the fact that r ≥ 3 yields (3.4).  
We now estimate the L2-error of the semidiscrete scheme (3.1)-(3.2).
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Proposition 3.2. If u is the solution (assumed to be sufficiently smooth) of (C-H-per) in [0, 1]× [0, T ], then
for h sufficiently small, the semidiscrete problem (3.1)-(3.2) has, for r ≥ 3, a unique solution uh : [0, T ]→ Sh.
Moreover, there exists a constant C independent of h such that
(3.8) max
0≤t≤T
‖u(t)− uh(t)‖ ≤ Ch
r .
Proof. It is clear that the ode system represented by (3.1)-(3.2) has a unique solution uh locally in t. While
the solution exists, taking φ = uh in (3.1) and using integration by parts gives
1
2
d
dt
(
‖uh‖
2 + ‖uhx‖
2
)
+ 12 (u
2
hx, uhx) + (uhuhxx, uhx) = 0 .
Due to periodicity (uhuhxx, uhx) =
1
2
(
uh, ∂x(u
2
hx)
)
= − 12 (uhx, u
2
hx). Therefore,
d
dt‖uh‖
2
1 = 0, i.e. the H
1-
norm of the semidiscrete solution is conserved. By standard ode theory this implies that uh exists in any
finite temporal interval.
Let now U = Qhu and θ = U − uh. From (3.5), (3.1) we have
(3.9) A(θt, φ) + 3(UUx − uhuhx, φ) +
1
2 (U
2
x − u
2
hx, φ
′) + (UUxx − uhuhxx, φ
′) = A(ψ, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
Since
UUx − uhuhx = UUx − (U − θ)(Ux − θx) = (Uθ)x − θθx ,
U2x − u
2
hx = θx(Ux + uhx) = θx(2Ux − θx) = 2Uxθx − θ
2
x ,
UUxx − uhuhxx = UUxx − (U − θ)(Uxx − θxx) = Uθxx + Uxxθ − θθxx ,
(3.9) implies for φ = θ that
1
2
d
dt‖θ‖
2
1 + 3
(
(Uθ)x, θ
)
+ (Uxθx, θx)−
1
2 (θ
2
x, θx) + (Uθxx, θx) + (Uxxθ, θx)− (θθxx, θx) = A(ψ, θ) .
Using again integration by parts we get
1
2
d
dt‖θ‖
2
1 +
3
2 (Uxθ, θ) +
1
2 (Uxθx, θx) + (Uxxθ, θx) = A(ψ, θ) .
Therefore, by (2.7) and (3.4) it follows that
(3.10) ddt‖θ‖
2
1 ≤ C(h
2r + ‖θ‖21), t ∈ [0, T ] .
Since θ(0) = 0 by (3.2), Gronwall’s lemma gives that ‖θ‖1 ≤ Ch
r on [0, T ]; hence (3.8) follows from (2.1).
 
Remark The error estimate (3.8) is still valid if uh(0) is taken as the H
1 (‘elliptic’) projection of u0 on
Sh, i.e. defined as uh(0) = υh, where
(3.11) A(υh, φ) = A(u0, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
Indeed, if ε = Qhu0 − υh we have for φ ∈ Sh
(3.12) A(ε, φ) = A(Qhu0, φ)−A(u0, φ) = (Qhu0 − u0, φ) + (γ, φ) ,
where γ ∈ Sh is defined for φ ∈ Sh by
(γ, φ) =
(
(Qhu0)
′ − u′0, φ
′)
)
.
Therefore, by (2.4) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
(γ, φi) =
(
(Qhu0)
′ − u′0, φi
)
= −(Qhu
′′
0 − u
′′
0 , φi) + βi ,
where max1≤i≤N |βi| = O(h
2r−1). Hence, by (2.1) and (2.2), ‖γ‖ ≤ Chr. It follows from (3.12) with
φ = ε that ‖ε‖21 ≤ Ch
r‖ε‖, i.e. that ‖ε‖1 ≤ Ch
r. This implies for θ = U − uh = Qhu − uh, that
‖θ(0)‖1 = ‖Qhu0 − υh‖1 ≤ Ch
r and the application of Gronwall’s lemma to (3.10) gives again ‖θ‖1 ≤ Ch
r
on [0, T ], i.e. that (3.8) still holds. Computing υh from (3.11) requires just the usual B-spline basis and not
the special basis {φi}. 
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4. A modified Galerkin method for the periodic problem in system form
In this section we consider a modified Galerkin method for the periodic ivp for CH, that works also if
r = 2, i.e. when the finite element space consists of 1-periodic, continuous, piecewise linear functions on a
uniform mesh in [0, 1], consequently being a subspace of H1per.
For this purpose, following [13], we write (C-H-per) in system form for two 1-periodic functions m and u
as follows:
(C-H-s-per)
m = u− uxx ,
mt + (mu)x +mux = 0 ,
0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), m(x, 0) = u0(x)− u
′′
0(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 .
We will discretize (C-H-s-per) in space using approximations uh, mh of u, m that take values for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
in Sh for r ≥ 2. This will yield a modified Galerkin method defined for 0 ≤ t ≤ T by
(mh, φ) = (uh, φ) + (uhx, φ
′), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,(4.1)
(mht, φ) +
(
(mhuh)x, φ
)
+ (mhuhx, φ) = 0, ∀φ ∈ Sh ,(4.2)
with initial value
(4.3) (mh(0), φ) = (u0, φ) + (u
′
0, φ
′), φ ∈ Sh ,
i.e. with mh(x, 0) taken as the L
2-projection of m(x, 0) on Sh. Compatibility with (4.1) and (4.3) imply
that uh(0) satisfies for φ ∈ Sh
(4.4) A(uh(0), φ) = A(u0, φ) ,
i.e. that uh(0) is the H
1 projection of u0 in Sh. We first establish the consistency of (4.1)-(4.3) with
(C-H-s-per).
Lemma 4.1. Let (m,u), the solution of (C-H-s-per) in [0, 1] × [0, T ], be sufficiently smooth and suppose
that r ≥ 2. If M = Qhm, U = Qhu and ψ, ζ : [0.T ]→ Sh are such that
(4.5)
(U, φ) + (Ux, φ
′)− (M,φ) = (ψ, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh,
(Mt, φ) +
(
(MU)x, φ
)
+ (MUx, φ) = (ζ, φ) ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
then, there exists a constant C independent of h, such that
(4.6) max
0≤t≤T
(‖ψ(t)‖+ ‖ζ(t)‖) ≤ Chr .
Proof. Let ρ = Qhu− u = U − u, and σ = Qhm−m =M −m. Then
(4.7)
(ψ, φ) = (ρ, φ) + (ρx, φ
′)− (σ, φ) = (ρ− σ, φ) + (ψ˜, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
(ζ, φ) = (σt, φ) +
(
(MU)x − (mu)x, φ
)
+ (MUx −mux, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
where ψ˜ : [0, T ]→ Sh satisfies
(4.8) (ψ˜, φ) = (ρx, φ
′), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
Since
MU −mu = (m+ σ)(u + ρ)−mu = mρ+ uσ + σρ ,
MUx −mux = (m+ σ)(ux + ρx)−mux = mρx + uxσ + σρx ,
it follows from the second equation of (4.7) that
(4.9) (ζ, φ) = (σt, φ) + (mxρ, φ) + 2(uxσ, φ) + (σxρ, φ) + 2(σρx, φ) + (ζ˜ , φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
where ζ˜ : [0, T ]→ Sh is defined as
(4.10) (ζ˜, φ) = 2(mρx, φ) + (uσx, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
It follows from (4.8) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
(ψ˜, φi) = (ρx, φ
′
i) =
(
(Qhu)x, φ
′
i
)
− (ux, φ
′
i) = −(Qhuxx − uxx, φi) + γi ,
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where, from (2.4), max1≤i≤N |γi| ≤ Ch
2r−1. Therefore, from (2.2) and (2.1) we see that
(4.11) ‖ψ˜‖ ≤ Chr .
Putting φ = ψ in the first equation of (4.7) and taking into account (2.1) and (4.11) we get
(4.12) ‖ψ‖ ≤ Chr .
In addition, from (4.10) it follows for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
(ζ˜ , φi) = 2
(
m(Qhu)x, φi
)
− 2(mux, φi) +
(
u(Qhm)x, φi
)
− (umx, φi)
= 2
(
Qh(mux)−mux, φi
)
+
(
Qh(umx)− umx, φi
)
+ γ˜i ,
where, by (2.4), max1≤i≤N |γ˜i| ≤ Ch
2r+1. Consequently, from (2.2) and (2.1) we have
(4.13) ‖ζ˜‖ ≤ Chr .
Finally, if we take φ = ζ in (4.9), we obtain, in view of (4.13),
‖ζ‖ ≤ Chr ,
which, together with (4.12), establishes (4.6).  
We proceed now to derive an L2-error estimate for the solution of the semidiscrete problem (4.1)-(4.3).
Proposition 4.2. If the solution (m,u) of (C-H-s-per) on [0, 1]× [0, T ] is sufficiently smooth, then, for h
sufficiently small, the semidiscrete problem (4.1)-(4.3) has, for r ≥ 2, a unique solution on [0, T ] that satisfies
(4.14) max
0≤t≤T
(‖m(t)−mh(t)‖+ ‖u(t)− uh(t)‖) ≤ Ch
r .
Proof. For every t ≥ 0 we may solve the linear discrete problem (4.1) and express uh in terms of mh. Upon
substituting uh in (4.2), we easily see that the resulting initial-value problem (4.2)-(4.3) has a unique solution
mh locally in t. While this solution exists, putting M = Qhm, U = Qhu, θ = U − uh, and ξ = M −mh,
from (4.5), (4.1), (4.2) we obtain
(4.15)
(θ, φ) + (θx, φ
′)− (ξ, φ) = (ψ, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,
(ξt, φ) +
(
(MU −mhuh)x, φ
)
+ (MUx −mhuhx, φ) = (ζ, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh .
With φ = θ in the first equation above we see, in view of (4.6), that
(4.16) ‖θ‖1 ≤ ‖ξ‖+ Ch
r .
Now
MU −mhuh =MU − (M − ξ)(U − θ) =Mθ + Uξ − θξ ,
MUx −mhuhx =MUx − (M − ξ)(Ux − θx) =Mθx + Uxξ − θxξ .
Hence, from the second equation in (4.15), putting φ = ξ we obtain
1
2
d
dt‖ξ‖
2 +
(
(Mθ)x, ξ
)
+
(
(Uξ)x, ξ
)
−
(
(θξ)x, ξ
)
+ (Mθx, ξ) + (Uxξ, ξ)− (θxξ, ξ) = (ζ, ξ) .
Using integration by parts we see that
(
(Uξ)x, ξ
)
= −(Uξ, ξx) =
1
2
(Uxξ, ξ), and similarly,
(
(θξ)x, ξ
)
= 1
2
(θxξ, ξ).
Therefore, we may write the above equation as
1
2
d
dt‖ξ‖
2 + (Mxθ, ξ) + 2(Mθx, ξ) +
3
2 (Uxξ, ξ)−
3
2 (θxξ, ξ) = (ζ, ξ) .
Consequently, from (2.7), (4.6), (4.16), we get for some constant C independent of h, that
(4.17) ddt‖ξ‖
2 ≤ C(‖ξ‖2 + hr‖ξ‖) + 3|(θxξ, ξ)| .
The definition of mh(0) by (4.3) implies that for ξ(0) = Qhm(0)−mh(0) we have if 1 ≤ i ≤ N(
ξ(0), φi
)
=
(
Qhm(0)−mh(0), φi
)
=
(
Qh(u0 − u
′′
0), φi
)
− (u0, φi)− (u
′
0, φ
′
i)
= (Qhu0 − u0, φi)− (Qhu
′′
0 − u
′′
0 , φi) .
Therefore, by (2.2) and (2.1) we conclude that
(4.18) ‖ξ(0)‖ ≤ Chr ,
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from which, by inverse properties, we see that ‖ξ(0)‖∞ = O(h
r−1/2). By continuity we may infer that there
is a maximal time th ∈ (0, T ] such that the solution of (4.1)-(4.3) exists for 0 ≤ t ≤ th and satisfies
(4.19) max
0≤t≤th
‖ξ(t)‖∞ ≤ 1 .
Therefore, from (4.17) it follows that
d
dt‖ξ‖
2 ≤ C(‖ξ‖2 + hr‖ξ‖) + 3‖θ‖1‖ξ‖ ≤ C(h
2r + ‖ξ‖2) ,
for t ≤ th. From this inequality and Gronwall’s lemma we infer that
‖ξ(t)‖ ≤ CT (‖ξ(0)‖+ h
r) ,
for t ≤ th. Hence, by (4.18)
(4.20) ‖ξ(t)‖ ≤ CTh
r, 0 ≤ t ≤ th ,
from which, by inverse properties we conclude that
‖ξ(t)‖∞ ≤ CTh
r−1/2 ,
for t ≤ th. Therefore, if h is taken sufficiently small, th is not maximal and one can consequently take
th = T . Hence, (4.20) holds for t ∈ [0, T ]. By (4.16), ‖θ‖1 ≤ Ch
r on [0, T ] and (4.14) follows in view of
(2.1).  
5. A Galerkin method for the initial-boundary-value problem
In this section we consider the following initial-boundary value problem (ibvp) for the Camassa-Holm
equation. For 0 ≤ t ≤ T and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 we seek u = u(x, t) satisfying
(C-H-b)
ut − utxx + 3uux = 2uxuxx + uuxxx, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 ,
u(0, t) = uxx(0, t) = u(1, t) = uxx(1, t) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
This ibvp was first analyzed by Kwek et al. [33], who showed that there exists T > 0 such that it has a
unique solution which is a continuous map of [0, T ] into B, where B = {υ ∈ H4(0, 1) : υ(0) = υ′′(0) = υ(1) =
υ′′(1) = 0}. The form of the boundary conditions suggests that the problem should be naturally studied in
its m-u system form, and this was actually done in [33]. Consequently, we seek u = u(x, t) and m = m(x, t),
defined for (x, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, T ] and satisfying
(C-H-s-b)
m = u− uxx ,
mt + umx + 2uxm = 0 ,
0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
m(0, t) = m(1, t) = u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), m(x, 0) = m0(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 ,
where m0 = u0 − u
′′
0 .
In the sequel we will analyze a Galerkin-finite element method for the ibvp (C-H-s-b) and also make
some remarks on the numerical solution of the ibvp (C-H-b) for the single equation by a standard Galerkin
method. We assume that these ibvp’s possess solutions that are smooth enough for the purposes of the error
estimation.
Letting A(·, ·) be the bilinear form considered in Section 3, but now defined for υ, w ∈ H˚1 by
(5.1) A(υ, w) = (υ, w) + (υ′, w′) ,
i.e. as the H1 inner product, we may write (C-H-s-b) in weak form for 0 ≤ t ≤ T as
(5.2) (m, υ) = A(u, υ), ∀υ ∈ H˚1 ,
and
(5.3) (mt, υ) = −(umx, υ)− (2uxm, υ), ∀υ ∈ H˚
1 .
In order to define the numerical method, let 0 = x1 < x2 < · · · < xN+1 = 1 be a quasiuniform partition
of [0, 1] with maximum meshlength h. For integers r ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ µ ≤ r − 2 let Sr,µh = {φ ∈ C
µ[0, 1] :
φ|[xi,xi+1] ∈ Pr−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and Sh = S
r,µ
h ∩ H˚
1. By Rh : H˚
1 → Sh denote the elliptic projection
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onto Sh defined as usual for υ ∈ H˚
1 as A(Rhυ, φ) = A(υ, φ) for all φ ∈ Sh and let Ph : L
2 → Sh be the L
2
projection onto Sh. From well-known approximation properties of the finite element spaces Sh, [21], [43], it
follows that
‖Rhυ − υ‖j ≤ Ch
k−j‖υ‖k, j = 0, 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ r, υ ∈ H
k ∩H10 ,(5.4)
‖Phυ − υ‖j ≤ Ch
k−j‖υ‖k, j = 0, 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ r, υ ∈ H
k ∩H10 .(5.5)
We may also asume the following stability properties of Rh and Ph, valid for functions in the spaces implied
by the indicated norms, that also vanish at x = 0 and x = 1.
‖Rhυ‖∞ ≤ C‖υ‖∞, ‖Rhυ‖1,∞ ≤ C‖υ‖1,∞ ,(5.6)
‖Phυ‖1 ≤ C‖υ‖1, ‖Phυ‖∞ ≤ C‖υ‖∞ .(5.7)
(For the stability of Rh in the ‖ · ‖∞ norm and of Ph in H˚
1 cf. [44]. For the stability of Ph in L
∞ cf.
[22], while for that of Rh in the ‖ · ‖1,∞ norm, cf. [42], [1].) In addition, note that the inverse inequalities
‖χ‖1 ≤ Ch
−1‖χ‖, ‖χ‖j,∞ ≤ Ch
−(j+1/2)‖χ‖, j = 0, 1, hold for χ ∈ Sh. The semidiscrete approximation of
(C-H-s-b) is now defined as follows. We seek mh, uh : [0, T ]→ Sh satisfying for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
(mh, φ) = A(uh, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,(5.8)
(mht, χ) = −(uhmhx, χ)− 2(uhxmh, χ), ∀χ ∈ Sh ,(5.9)
with initial conditions
(5.10) mh(0) = Ph(u0 − u
′′
0), uh(0) = Rhu0 .
Proposition 5.1. Let r ≥ 2 and suppose that the ibvp (C-H-s-b) has a unique solution (m,u), with m ∈
C(0, T ;Cr−2 ∩ H˚1), u ∈ C(0, T ;Cr ∩ H˚1). Then, if h is sufficiently small, the semidiscrete problem (5.8)-
(5.10) has a unique solution (mh, uh) in [0, T ] for which
(5.11) max
0≤t≤T
(‖m(t)−mh(t)‖+ ‖u(t)− uh(t)‖1) ≤ Ch
r−1 .
Proof. Let ρ = u − Rhu, θ = Rhu − uh, σ = m − Phm, and ξ = Phm − mh. Then u − uh = ρ + θ,
m−mh = σ + ξ, and it suffices to show that for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
‖ξ‖+ ‖θ‖1 ≤ Ch
r−1 .
It is clear that the initial value o.d.e. problem represented by (5.8)-(5.10) has a unique solution (mh, uh)
locally in t. While this solution exists, subtracting (5.8) from (5.2) (with υ = φ) and (5.9) from (5.3) (with
w = χ) gives
(ξ, φ) = A(θ, φ), ∀φ ∈ Sh ,(5.12)
(ξt, χ) = −(umx − uhmhx, χ)− 2(uxm− uhxmh, χ), ∀χ ∈ Sh .(5.13)
Since
umx − uhmhx = (mx −mhx)u+ (u− uh)mx − (u − uh)(mx −mhx) ,(5.14)
uxm− uhxmh = (m−mh)ux + (ux − uhx)m− (ux − uhx)(m−mh) ,(5.15)
it follows that
umx − uhmhx = σxu+ ξxu+ ρmx + θmx − ρσx − ρξx − θσx − θξx ,
uxm− uhxmh = σux + ξux + ρxm+ θxm− ρxσ − ρxξ − θxσ − θxξ ,
and therefore
(ξt, χ) =− (σxu+ 2σux, χ)− (ξxu+ 2ξux, χ)− (ρmx + 2ρxm,χ)− (θmx + 2θxm,χ)
+ (ρσx + 2ρxσ, χ) + (ρξx + 2ρxξ, χ) + (θσx + 2θxσ, χ) + (θξx + 2θxξ, χ), ∀χ ∈ Sh .
Putting χ = ξ in this relation we get
(5.16) (ξt, ξ) = −w1 − w2 − w3 − w4 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 ,
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where
w1 = (σxu+ 2σux, ξ), w2 =
3
2 (ξux, ξ), w3 = (ρmx + 2ρxm, ξ), w4 = (θmx + 2θxm, ξ) ,
w5 = (ρσx + 2ρxσ, ξ) w6 =
3
2 (ρxξ, ξ), w7 = (θσx + 2θxσ, ξ), w8 =
3
2 (θxξ, ξ) .
Taking into account (5.4) and (5.5) we may estimate w1, w2, w3 as follows:
(5.17)
|w1| ≤ (‖σx‖‖u‖∞ + 2‖σ‖‖ux‖∞)‖ξ‖ ≤ Ch
r−1‖ξ‖ ,
|w2| ≤
3
2‖ux‖∞‖ξ‖
2 ≤ C‖ξ‖2 ,
|w3| ≤ (‖ρ‖‖mx‖∞ + 2‖ρx‖‖m‖∞)‖ξ‖ ≤ Ch
r−1‖ξ‖ .
To estimate w4 we take into account (5.12), which implies that
(5.18) ‖θ‖1 ≤ ‖ξ‖ .
Hence
(5.19) |w4| ≤ (‖mx‖∞‖θ‖+ 2‖m‖∞‖θx‖)‖ξ‖ ≤ C‖ξ‖
2 .
For w5 and w6, using the stability of Rh in L
∞ and W 1∞, cf. (5.6), and (5.5) gives
|w5| ≤ (‖ρ‖∞‖σx‖+ 2‖ρx‖∞‖σ‖)‖ξ‖ ≤ Ch
r−1‖ξ‖ ,(5.20)
|w6| ≤
3
2‖ρx‖∞‖ξ‖
2 ≤ C‖ξ‖2 .(5.21)
To estimate w7, by Sobolev’s inequality, (5.18), and the stability of Ph in H˚
1 and L∞, cf. (5.7), we get
(5.22) |w7| ≤ (‖θ‖∞‖σx‖+ 2‖θx‖‖σ‖∞)‖ξ‖ ≤ C‖ξ‖
2 .
In order to estimate w8, we let 0 < th < T be the maximal time such that the solution of (5.8)-(5.10) exists
and satisfies max0≤t≤th ‖ξ(t)‖∞ ≤ 1. Then, by (5.18)
(5.23) |w8| ≤
3
2‖θx‖‖ξ‖∞‖ξ‖ ≤ C‖ξ‖
2 .
In view of (5.17)-(5.23), (5.16) gives for 0 ≤ t ≤ th
d
dt‖ξ(t)‖
2 ≤ C(h2r−2 + ‖ξ(t)‖2) .
Hence Gronwall’s lemma implies, for some constant C = C(T ), that
(5.24) ‖ξ(t)‖ ≤ Chr−1, 0 ≤ t ≤ th .
Since ‖ξ(t)‖∞ ≤ Ch
−1/2‖ξ‖ ≤ Chr−3/2 from (5.24), it follows that for h small enough ‖ξ‖∞ < 1 that implies
th was not maximal and that the argument may be repeated up to t = T . It follows that (5.24) holds on
[0, T ], and by (5.18), we get that ‖ξ‖+ ‖θ‖1 = O(h
r−1) on [0, T ], proving (5.11).  
The rate of convergence r − 1 in Proposition 5.1 is optimal for the error u − uh in the H
1 norm. In the
L2 norm we prove in the following proposition, using a duality argument, a suboptimal convergence rate
estimate.
Proposition 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 there holds
(5.25) max
0≤t≤T
‖u(t)− uh(t)‖ ≤ Ch
r−1/2 .
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Proposition 5.1 If υ is the solution of the problem
(5.26)
υ − υxx = 0 ,
υ(0, t) =υ(1, t) = 0 ,
then, taking into account (5.12) and (5.13), it follows that
(5.27) (θt, θ) = A(θt, υ) = A(θt, Rhυ) = (ξt, Rhυ) = −(e,Rhυ − υ)− (e, υ) ,
where e = e1 + 2e2, and
e1 = (mx −mhx)u+ (u− uh)mx − (u− uh)(mx −mhx) ,
e2 = (m−mh)ux + (ux − uhx)m− (ux − uhx)(m−mh) .
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(The last inequality of (5.27) follows from noting that e = e1 + 2e2 = umx − uhmhx + 2mux− 2mhuhx, and
(5.13) with χ = Rhυ.) We now estimate the last two terms in (5.27). In view of (5.4) and (5.26) we have
(5.28) |(e,Rhυ − υ)| ≤ ‖e‖‖Rhυ − υ‖ ≤ Ch
2‖υ‖2‖e‖ ≤ Ch
2‖θ‖‖e‖ .
Using (5.11), Sobolev’s inequality, and e.g. (5.5) and the inverse inequalities in Sh we see that
‖e1‖ ≤ ‖u‖∞‖mx −mhx‖+ ‖mx‖∞‖u− uh‖+ ‖u− uh‖∞‖mx −mhx‖
≤ C(hr−2 + hr−1 + h2r−3) ≤ Chr−2 .
Similarly ‖e2‖ ≤ Ch
r−2, and (5.28) gives
(5.29) |(e,Rhυ − υ)| ≤ Ch
r‖θ‖ .
The definition of e gives
(e, υ) = (σxu+ 2σux, υ) + (ρmx + 2ρxm, υ) + (θmx + 2θxm, υ)− (ρσx + 2ρxσ, υ)
− (ρξx + 2ρxξ, υ)− (θσx + 2θxσ, υ)− (θξx + 2θxξ, υ) + (ξxu+ 2ξux, υ) .
Hence, integrating by parts,
(5.30)
(e, υ) = (σ, uxυ − uυx)− (ρ,mxυ + 2mυx)− (θ,mxυ + 2mυx)− (ρσx + 2ρxσ, υ)
+ (ξ, ρυx − ρxυ) + (σ, θυx − θxυ) + (ξ, θυx − θxυ) + (ξ, uxυ − uυx)
=: w˜1 + w˜2 ,
where
w˜1 = (σ, uxυ − uυx)− (ρ,mxυ + 2mυx)− (θ,mxυ + 2mυx)− (ρσx + 2ρxσ, υ)
+ (ξ, ρυx − ρxυ) + (σ, θυx − θxυ) + (ξ, θυx − θxυ) ,
and
w˜2 = (ξ, uxυ − uυx) .
To estimate w˜1 note that
|w˜1| ≤ ‖σ‖(‖ux‖∞‖υ‖+ ‖u‖∞‖υx‖) + ‖ρ‖(‖mx‖∞‖υ‖+ 2‖m‖∞‖υx‖)
+ ‖θ‖(‖mx‖∞‖υ‖+ 2‖m‖∞‖υx‖) + (‖ρ‖‖σx‖+ 2‖ρx‖‖σ‖)‖υ‖∞
+ ‖ξ‖(‖ρ‖‖υx‖∞ + ‖ρx‖‖υ‖∞) + ‖σ‖(‖θ‖‖υx‖∞ + ‖θx‖‖υ‖∞)
+ ‖ξ‖(‖θ‖‖υx‖∞ + ‖θx‖‖υ‖∞) .
Therefore, taking into account (5.26), (5.5), (5.4), Sobolev’s inequality, (5.11), and the inverse inequalities
we see that
(5.31) |w˜1| ≤ C(h
2r + ‖θ‖2) .
In order to estimate w˜2, letting f = uxυ − uυx and recalling (5.12) we have
w˜2 = (ξ, uxυ − uυx) = (ξ, Phf) = A(θ, Phf − f) + (θ, f − fxx) .
Since fxx = (uxxυ − uυxx)x = (−mυ + uθ)x, integration by parts gives
w˜2 = A(θ, Phf − f) + (θ, f) + (θ, (mυ)x) +
1
2 (uxθ, θ) .
Hence,
|w˜2| ≤ ‖θ‖1‖Phf − f‖1 + ‖θ‖‖f‖+ ‖θ‖(‖mx‖∞‖υ‖+ ‖m‖∞‖υx‖) + C‖θ‖
2 .
Noting by (5.5) that ‖Phf − f‖1 ≤ Ch‖f‖2 and taking into account (5.11) and (5.26) we see that
|w˜2| ≤ C(h
2r−1 + ‖θ‖2) .
Therefore, using this and (5.31), (5.27), and (5.29) give
d
dt‖θ‖
2 ≤ C(h2r−1 + ‖θ‖2) .
Gronwall’s lemma yields now that ‖θ‖ ≤ Chr−1/2, proving (5.25).  
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Remark It is also possible to construct a standard Galerkin method directly for the ibvp (C-H-b). For
this purpose, using the notation introduced in the beginning of this section we will, as an example, discretize
the problem in the space of cubic splines. i.e. in Sh = {φ ∈ S
4,2
h : φ(0) = φ
′′(0) = φ(1) = φ′′(1) = 0}. We
may assume now, cf. [21], [43], [1], that
‖Rhυ − υ‖j ≤ Ch
4−j‖υ‖4, j = 0, 1, 2 ,
for υ ∈ H4(0, 1) satisfying υ(0) = υ′′(0) = υ(1) = υ′′(1) = 0, and that ‖χ‖k ≤ Ch
−1‖χ‖k−1, k = 1, 2, χ ∈ Sh.
The standard Galerkin semidiscrete approximation of (C-H-b) in Sh is then the map uh : [0, T ]→ Sh defined
by
(5.32) A(uht, φ) = (uhxuhxx, φ)− 3(uhuhx, φ)− (uhuhxx, φ
′), t ∈ [0, T ], φ ∈ Sh ,
with
(5.33) uh(0) = Rhu0 .
Using standard techniques of error estimation we were able to prove only suboptimal error estimates for uh.
Specifically it holds that if u is a classical solution of (C-H-b), then uh exists for t ∈ [0, T ] and satisfies
max
0≤t≤T
‖u− uh‖1 ≤ Ch
2
max
0≤t≤T
‖u− uh‖ ≤ Ch
2.5 .
6. Numerical experiments
In this section we present the results of some numerical experiments that we performed to approximate
solutions of the Camassa-Holm equation, in its reduced form RCH (i.e. with k = 0 in (1.1)). using the
Galerkin finite element methods analyzed in the previous sections to discretize the equation in the spatial
variable. In various places in the sequel use will be made of formulas of exact smooth travelling-wave solutions
of RCH in the notation of [39] (see specifically formulas (2.29)–(2.30) in that reference): Let κ > 0, p > 0,
be two parameters such that 0 < κp < 1, and c˜ = 2κ2/(1− κ2p2), V = c˜+ κ2. Then for x0 ∈ R the formulas
(6.1) u(ξ) = κ2 +
c˜2p2sech2 12θ
2 + c˜p2sech2 12θ
,
with
(6.2) ξ = x− V t+ x0 =
θ
κp
+ ln
[
(1 + κp) + (1− κp)eθ
(1 − κp) + (1 + κp)eθ
]
,
define parametrically a family of single-pulse travelling-wave solutions of (RCH) that are centered at x = x0,
travel to the right with speed V and decay exponentially as |x| → ∞ to κ2. (As a consequence of the change-
of-variable formula that transforms (1.1) into the RCH (1.4), it is seen that (1.1) with k = κ2 possesses
smooth solitary-wave solutions decaying to zero as |x| → ∞, and found by replacing u in (6.1) by u + κ2
and putting V = c˜.) As κ→ 0 with κp→ 1, the solution (6.1)–(6.2) of the RCH tends to the one-parameter
family of peakon (soliton) solutions of the RCH given explicitly by
(6.3) u(x, t) = c˜ exp (−|x− c˜t+ x0|) .
(The corresponding non-smooth travelling wave solutions of CH with k 6= 0 are given by u = u˜ − k, where
u˜ = c˜ exp (−|x− (c˜− k)t+ x0|). In the numerical experiments we compute numerically the solution (6.1)–
(6.2) for each (x, t), given the parameters κ, p, by solving (6.2) for θ by Newton’s method with absolute
error tolerance 10−10 and substituting in (6.1).
6.1. Fully discrete schemes and stability conditions. We used the classical, explicit, four-stage, fourth-
order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme with a uniform time step (RK4) for the temporal discretization of the
o.d.e. systems representing the various space-discrete finite element schemes of the previous sections. (Unless
otherwise mentioned, we solved numerically the periodic initial-value problem for RCH.) The integrals in
the finite element equations were approximated by Gauss-Legendre quadrature with five nodes in each mesh
interval for cubic and quadratic splines and with three nodes for piecewise linear discretizations. The initial
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conditions of the fully discrete scheme were normally taken as the ‘elliptic’ (H1) projections of the initial
data; taking the L2 projections gave practically the same results.
Due to the presence of the −uxxt term in the left-hand side of RCH the o.d.e. semidiscrete systems are
only mildly stiff and the fully discrete schemes were stable under a Courant number restriction. To get some
indication of the maximum allowed Courant number we approximated two smooth travelling wave solutions
given by (6.1)–(6.2) corresponding to κ = 1 and V = 4, and V = 6, on [−100, 100] with h = 0.1, and tested
the stability of the code integrating up to T = 100. We also studied the stability of the code for peakons
given by (6.3) for V = c˜ = 1, 2, 3 on [−100, 100] with h = 0.05. The maximum allowed values of the Courant
number V∆t/h for stability are recorded in Table 1. They depend on V in the case of smooth travelling
waves but are independent of V for peakons.
Standard Galerkin Modified Galerkin
cubic quadratic cubic quadratic linear
Travelling wave V = 4 2.92 3.91 2.62 2.93 3.93
Travelling wave V = 6 2.18 2.68 1.98 2.18 1.79
peakons 1.54 1.83 1.41 1.54 1.83
Table 1. Maximum Courant number V∆t/h for stability for various spatial discretizations
6.2. Spatial convergence rates. We performed a series of numerical experiments with our fully discrete
schemes in order to compute the numerical rates of convergence of the spatial discretizations in various
norms. (In all cases we checked that the errors practically did not change when we computed with smaller
values of ∆t. Usually we took ∆t/h = 1/10.)
In the case of smooth solutions of the periodic ivp the numerical experiments confirm the theoretical
O(hr) L2-error convergence rates. (We experimented, on uniform meshes, with cubic and quadratic splines
for the standard Galerkin method, and with cubic, quadratic, and linear splines for the modified scheme).
The numerical values of the convergence rates in other norms were practically equal those expected from the
approximation properties of the finite element spaces, namely r − 1 for the H1 norm in all cases, r for the
L∞ norm in all cases, and r− 2 in the case of the H2 norm for cubic and quadratic splines. It is noteworthy
that for the same test problem the values of the two spatial discretizations (standard and modified) were
very close in all norms.
In order to find the numerical convergence rates in the case of nonsmooth solutions we computed the
evolution of the peakon of unit speed u(x, t) = exp (−|x− t|) on the interval [−40, 40] with periodic boundary
conditions, up to T = 1, using uniform meshes in space with h = 80/N and ∆t/h = 1/10, ∆t = 1/M . We
used cubic, quadratic, and linear splines. Table 2 shows the observed errors (normalized by the corresponding
norm of the exact solution at T = 1) and convergence rates in the L2 and H1 norms in the case of cubic
splines at T = 1.
Standard Galerkin Modified Galerkin
N M L2 error rate H1 error rate L2 error rate H1 error rate
160 20 1.1109× 10−1 – 4.1633× 10−1 – 1.0346× 10−1 – 4.0152× 10−1 –
320 40 5.1323× 10−2 1.114 3.1138× 10−1 0.419 4.6734× 10−2 1.147 2.9610× 10−1 0.439
640 80 2.3124× 10−2 1.150 2.3106× 10−1 0.430 2.0617× 10−2 1.181 2.1716× 10−1 0.447
1280 160 1.0417× 10−2 1.150 1.7091× 10−1 0.435 9.1382× 10−3 1.174 1.5881× 10−1 0.451
2560 320 4.7544× 10−3 1.132 1.2626× 10−1 0.437 4.1283× 10−3 1.146 1.1600× 10−1 0.453
5120 640 2.2090× 10−3 1.106 9.3242× 10−2 0.437 1.9097× 10−3 1.112 8.4706× 10−2 0.454
Table 2. L2 and H1 normalized errors and convergence rates at T = 1, peakon solution,
cubic splines, h = 80/N , ∆t = 1/M
The experimental rates of the L2 errors are equal to about 1.1 for both Galerkin methods and those of
the H1 errors between 0.4 and 0.5. The errors of the modified method are slightly smaller. In Table 3
we compare the normalized L2, L∞, and H1 errors and convergence rates of the cubic (r = 4), quadratics
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(r = 3), and linear (r = 2) spline discretizations for the same test problem. We show only the data for the
line corresponding to N = 5120, M = 640). As expected from the low regularity of the solution, the rates
of convergence for all spline discretizations were roughly the same for a given norm. It appears that the
modified scheme with cubic splines yields the smallest errors.
Standard Galerkin Modified Galerkin
Norm r = 4 r = 3 r = 4 r = 3 r = 2
L2 error 2.2090× 10−3 3.3557× 10−3 1.9097× 10−3 2.6936× 10−3 3.3828× 10−3
rate 1.106 1.064 1.112 1.060 1.125
L∞ error 7.2834× 10−3 1.1634× 10−2 6.5729× 10−3 7.9459× 10−3 1.3519× 10−2
rate 0.902 0.798 0.941 0.848 0.814
H1 error 9.3241× 10−2 1.0899× 10−1 8.4706× 10−2 9.0104× 10−2 1.1564× 10−1
rate 0.437 0.403 0.454 0.443 0.407
Table 3. L2, L∞, and H1 normalized errors and convergence rates at T = 1, peakon
solutions, splines of order r, N = 80/h = 5120, M = 1/∆t = 640
We also discretized the ibvp (C-H-s-b) for the RCH using the spatial discretization (5.8)–(5.10) coupled
with RK4 in order to check the theoretically predicted convergence rates of the error bounds in (5.11)
and (5.25). The spatial discretization was effected using piecewise linear continuous functions (r = 2)
and cubic splines (r = 4) on uniform and nonuniform meshes in several test problems. In the case of
uniform mesh the L2, L∞, and H1 numerical convergence rates were found to be approximately equal
to r, r, and r − 1, respectively, for the approximations of both m and u in (5.11) and (5.25). Thus,the
predicted rates of the L2 errors for m and u in (5.11) and (5.25) appear to be pessimistic for uniform meshes.
In the case of a quasiuniform mesh (we experimented with the mesh h/2, 3h/2, h/2, 3h/2, · · · , h = 1/N),
some results are shown in Table 4 for a test example with appropriate right-hand side and exact solution
u(x, t) = et[x sinπx− π6 (x− 1/2)+
2π
3 (x− 1/3)
3], m = u− uxx. In the case of piecewise linear functions the
table shows that the apparent L2-convergence rates are equal to 1 for the approximation of m and 2 for that
of u. (The L∞ rates, not shown in the table, were approximately equal to 1 for m and 2 for u, while the
H1 rate for u was equal to 1.) For cubic splines the observed L2 rates were approximately equal to 3 and 4
for m and u, respectively. (The L∞ and H1 rates for m were equal to approximately 2.8 and 2, respectively,
whereas the corresponding rates for u came out to be 4 and 3, respectively.) Thus, it appears that for our
(a) r = 2 (b) r = 4
m u
N L2 error rate L2 error rate
32 7.2147× 10−1 – 1.2979× 10−3 –
64 3.9516× 10−1 0.866 3.2705× 10−4 1.989
128 2.1177× 10−1 0.900 8.1585× 10−5 2.003
256 1.0508× 10−1 1.011 2.0389× 10−5 2.000
512 5.2300× 10−2 1.007 5.0977× 10−6 2.000
1024 2.6110× 10−2 1.002 1.2745× 10−6 2.000
2048 1.3048× 10−2 1.001 3.1862× 10−7 2.000
m u
N L2 error rate L2 error rate
8 3.9055× 10−2 – 3.8715× 10−4 –
16 6.0719× 10−3 2.685 3.4546× 10−5 3, 486
32 8.2945× 10−4 2.872 2.5099× 10−6 3.783
64 1.0748× 10−4 2.948 1.6634× 10−7 3.915
128 1.3568× 10−5 2.986 1.0654× 10−8 3.965
256 1.7037× 10−6 2.993 6.7326× 10−10 3.984
512 2.1325× 10−7 2.998 4.2300× 10−11 3.992
1024 2.6665× 10−8 3.000 2.7035× 10−12 3.968
Table 4. L2 errors and rates of convergence form and u for the ibvp (CH-s-b), quasiuniform
mesh, (a) linear splines, (b) cubic splines
quasiuniform mesh examples the rates in (5.11) are sharp, while the rate r − 1/2 in (5.25) is pessimistic by
1/2. (The reduction of order for the Galerkin approximation of m is not surprising since m is the solution
of a first-order hyperbolic p.d.e.; the L2 rate of the approximation of u is expected to be optimal as uh is
the Galerkin approximation of a two-point b.v.p. whose right-hand side mh is C
0 if r = 2 and C2 if r = 4.)
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6.3. Conservation of invariants. It is well known, cf. [7], and easy to check, that solutions of the Cauchy
problem of the CH equation (1.1) and also of the periodic ivp for (1.1) on an interval (a, b) satisfy the
conservation laws ddtHi[u] = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, where
(6.4) H0[u] =
∫ b
a
u dx, H1[u] =
∫ b
a
(u2 + u2x) dx, H2[u] =
∫ b
a
u(u2 + u2x + 2ku) dx .
In the case of the periodic ivp for the CH in the system form (1.3) it holds that ddtH˜i[m,u] = 0, i = 0, 1, 2,
where
(6.5) H˜0[m,u] =
∫ b
a
m dx, H˜1[m,u] =
∫ b
a
mu dx, H˜2[m,u] =
∫ b
a
(u2m− uu2x + 2ku
2) dx .
In order to assess the quality of the numerical approximations, it is important to check the extent to
which the fully discrete schemes under study preserve these invariants. (As usual, we consider the RCH
equation). The standard Galerkin semidiscretization (3.1) clearly preserves H0 and H1 in the sense that
Hi[uh(t)] = Hi[uh(0)], i = 0, 1. The invariant H0 is also trivially preserved by the full discretization of (3.1)
by the RK4 scheme, in contrast to H1 which is not preserved. The modified Galerkin method (4.1)–(4.2)
for the periodic ivp preserves H˜1: Let mh, uh be the solution of (4.1)–(4.4). Then, using (4.2) with φ = uh,
and (4.1) with φ = uht we have
d
dt
H˜1[mh, uh] = (mht, uh) + (mh, uht)
= − ((mhuh)x, uh)− (mhuhx, uh) + (uh, uht) + (uhx, uhxt)
=
1
2
d
dt
‖uh‖
2
1 .
On the other hand (4.1) with φ = uh gives (mh, uh) = ‖uh‖
2
1, i.e.
d
dtH˜1[mh, uh] =
d
dt‖uh‖
2
1. From these
identities we conclude that ddtH˜1[mh, uh] =
d
dt‖uh‖
2
1 = 0, as claimed. Note that the temporal discretization
of (4.1)–(4.4) with RK4 does not conserve H˜1.
In what follows we present some graphs of the temporal evolution of the invariants using the fully discrete
schemes. We computed the quantities
Ei(t) = log10
∣∣∣∣Hi(t)−Hi(0)Hi(t)
∣∣∣∣ ,
(and the analogous H˜i in the case of the modified method) for t ≥ ∆t. Here, Hi(t) = Hi (uh(t)) and
H˜i(t) = H˜i [mh(t), uh(t)]. In the case of the smooth solutions we solved numerically the periodic ivp for the
RCH on the spatial interval [−50, 50] up to t = 100 with the standard and modified method using as initial
condition u0(x) = 1 + e
−x2 .
Figure 1 shows the graphs of the logarithmic relative errors Ei of Hi as functions of t for this example,
produced for h = 0.1 and diminishing ∆t/h by the standard Galerkin method with cubic splines coupled
with RK4 time stepping. H0 is preserved to roundoff as expected, while H2 is preserved to about 8 decimal
digits for this value of h. (The error in H2 is practically due to the spatial approximation since it remains
almost constant as ∆t is decreased.) The error in H1 also diminishes with ∆t; for
∆t
h =
1
200 its temporal
discretization part is practically negligible and H1 is preserved to roundoff as expected.
In the case of the modified Galerkin fully discrete scheme the cubic spline results for the preservation of
the Hi = Hi[uh] are practically the same with those shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2 we show the evolution
of the logarithmic errors E˜i of the invariants H˜i[mh, uh] pertinent to the system form of RCH for the fully
discrete schemes with cubic splines and piecewise linear functions (the latter are admitted by the modified
scheme), for the same example, with h = 0.1 and ∆t = 10−3. For cubic splines H˜2 is preserved to at least
7 decimal digits and to about 5 digits for the less accurate discretization with piecewise linear functions.
For both discretizations the relative error of H˜1 is of O(10
−13) and is due to the temporal discretization as
H˜1 is preserved for both semidiscrete schemes. Apparently H˜0 seems to be preserved to almost roundoff in
both cases. In the case of peakons we computed the logarithmic errors of the invariants as functions of t in
several test runs. In Figure 3, as an example, we show the results in the case of a peakon of unit amplitude
and speed approximated by the standard Galerkin method with cubic splines for our usual (a), and a finer
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Figure 1. Preservation of invariants H0, H1, H2, smooth solutions. Standard Galerkin
method with cubic splines, h = 0.1, (a) ∆th =
1
10 , (b)
∆t
h =
1
100 , (c)
∆t
h =
1
200
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Figure 2. Preservation of invariants H˜0, H˜1, H˜2, smooth solutions. modified Galerkin
method, h = 0.1, ∆t = 10−3 (a) cubic splines, (b) p.w. linear continuous functions
mesh (b). We observe that H0 is preserved to roundoff, that the error of H1 is small and is reduced by at
most two digits in (b), while that of H2 practically remains the same. This is due of course to the lack of
smoothness of the solution that reduces the rate of convergence of the schemes, cf. Section 6.2.
6.4. Error indicators for travelling waves. In order to further assess the accuracy of our numerical
methods we studied several error indicators pertinent to travelling-wave solutions, namely the amplitude,
phase, speed, and shape errors, [5], [4], for smooth travelling waves and peakons. Since the amplitude of the
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Figure 3. Preservation of invariants H0, H1, H2, peakon, A = 1. Standard Galerkin
method with cubic splines, (a) h = 0.1, ∆t = 10−3, (b) h = 0.05, ∆t = 2.5× 10−4
travelling wave remains constant, we define the (normalized) amplitude error at t = tn = n ∆t as
(6.6) Eamp(t
n) =
|U(x∗(tn), tn)− U0|
|U0|
,
where U(x, tn) is the fully discrete numerical approximation at tn, U0 is the initial amplitude (peak value) of
the exact travelling wave and x∗(tn) is the point where U(·, tn) achieves its maximum. The value of x∗(tn)
is found by solving the equation ddxU(x, t
n) = 0 by Newton’s method (with tolerance 10−10) for smooth
solutions and by the bisection method for peakons. (For piecewise linear functions we took as x∗ the mesh
point where maxiU(xi, t
n) occurs.) As initial value for the Newton iteration we took the quadrature node
at which U has a discrete maximum. We started the bisection method by taking an interval of length 4h
around that quadrature node.
Finding x∗(tn) enables us to compute a phase error of the numerical solution U at tn as
(6.7) Ephase(t
n) = |x∗(tn)− V tn| ,
for a travelling wave of speed V , initially centered at x = 0, and a speed error defined as
(6.8) Espeed(t
n) = |V − Vh(t
n, τ)| ,
where Vh(t
n, τ) = (x∗(tn)− x∗(tn − τ)) /τ . We usually take τ much larger than ∆t to smooth out oscillations
in the discrete speed Vh(t
n, τ). (In the computations to be reported in the sequel on the temporal interval
[0, 100], we normally take τ = 1.)
Finally, the (normalized) shape error measures the amount by which the numerical solution at tn differs
from the exact travelling wave profile u(·, tn) traslated so as to give the best fit. It is defined with respect
to the L2 norm as
(6.9) Eshape(t
n) = min
s
ζ(s), ζ(s) :=
‖U(·, tn)− u(·, s)‖
‖u(·, 0)‖
,
where the minimum of ζ(s) is found again using the Newton or the bisection method to solve ddsζ
2(s) = 0
in the vicinity of tn.
In Table 5 we show the values of the amplitude, phase and shape error at tn = 100 of the fully discrete
approximations produced by the standard and the modified Galerkin method in the case of a smooth trav-
elling wave of the form (6.1)–(6.2) with κ = 1 and V = 4.333. We took the spatial interval [−100, 100] and
computed with h = 0.1, 0.05, 0.025 and ∆t = h/10.
As expected, cubic splines (r = 4) give the best results, while there is not much difference between the
standard and the modified methods for r = 4 and r = 3. Over time, all these errors oscillate somewhat
about mean values that remain practically constant in t for h = 0.05 and h = 0.025.
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(a) Standard Galerkin
r = 4, cubic splines r = 3, quadratic splines
h Eamp Ephase Eshape Eamp Ephase Eshape
0.1 9.1617× 10−9 7.0771× 10−6 1.2058× 10−8 5.4368× 10−7 2.6859× 10−5 1.0699× 10−7
0.05 5.5416× 10−10 3.1641× 10−7 5.6834× 10−10 3.2712× 10−8 1.5455× 10−6 6.6264× 10−9
0.025 6.7388× 10−11 1.6421× 10−8 3.5359× 10−11 2.0090× 10−9 9.0883× 10−8 4.1343× 10−10
(b) Modified Galerkin
r = 4, cubic splines r = 3, quadratic splines
h Eamp Ephase Eshape Eamp Ephase Eshape
0.1 8.6377× 10−9 7.0627× 10−6 1.2004× 10−8 2.6626× 10−7 1.2173× 10−5 2.9430× 10−7
0.05 5.5280× 10−10 3.1597× 10−7 5.6723× 10−10 1.5428× 10−8 6.3028× 10−7 1.7453× 10−9
0.025 7.1619× 10−11 1.6134× 10−8 3.5361× 10−11 9.2885× 10−10 3.5562× 10−8 1.0862× 10−10
r = 2, linear splines
h Eamp Ephase Eshape
0.1 4.0487× 10−5 1.7600× 10−3 6.7965× 10−5
0.05 2.7453× 10−6 3.3000× 10−3 1.6249× 10−5
0.025 2.2631× 10−7 9.5238× 10−4 4.0635× 10−6
Table 5. Eamp, Ephase, Eshape at T = 100, mean value over the temporal interval [80, 100]
for linear splines Ephase (a) standard Galerkin, (b) modified Galerkin, smooth travelling
wave, κ = 1, V = 4.333
The speed errors were practically the same for both Galerkin methods with cubic and quadratic splines
for the same value of h and diminished of course with h. The number of conserved digits of the speed was
equal to five for h = 0.1, six for h = 0.05 and seven for h = 0.025. In the case of piecewise linear functions
with the modified method the numerical speed preserved one correct digit for h = 0.1 and two for h = 0.05
and h = 0.025.
In Table 6 we show the analogous errors produced by the numerical approximations with the modified
method of a peakon of speed V = 1.333. We took h = 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 on the interval [−100, 100] with
∆t = h/10 and show the errors at tn = 100.
r = 4, cubic splines r = 3, quadratic splines
h Eamp Ephase Eshape Eamp Ephase Eshape
0.05 1.1717× 10−2 6.4696× 10−1 2.5744× 10−2 1.6177× 10−2 1.0482× 100 1.1215× 10−2
0.025 6.1999× 10−3 3.2055× 10−1 1.3246× 10−2 8.1867× 10−3 5.1723× 10−1 6.6000× 10−3
0.01 2.6237× 10−3 1.2855× 10−1 5.9284× 10−3 3.4618× 10−3 2.0548× 10−1 3.2406× 10−3
r = 2, linear splines
h Eamp Ephase Eshape
0.05 1.1487× 10−2 6.5000× 10−1 5.8839× 10−2
0.025 7.1264× 10−3 3.0000× 10−1 3.2941× 10−2
0.01 3.5565× 10−3 1.1000× 10−1 1.3585× 10−2
Table 6. Eamp, Ephase, Eshape at T = 100, modified Galerkin method, peakon, V = 1.333
The errors of the standard Galerkin method (for r = 4 and r = 3) were roughly the same. The errors did
not oscillate in time and practically remained constant for the smaller values of h. Because the maximum
of the the maximum of the peakon for linear splines coincides with the mesh node x = 33.3 at T = 100
the actual Ephase happened to be 0. For this reason we present the mean value of the Ephase for all times
tn ∈ [80, 100]. In all cases the speed was conserved to two digits when h = 0.05 and h = 0.025, and to three
digits when h = 0.01.
6.5. Approximation of the generation and interactions of peakons. In closing we record some obser-
vations concerning the approximation of peakons by the fully discrete Galerkin methods under consideration:
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(i) When a nonsmooth function such as a peakon is used as initial value in an evolution numerical
experiment one expects a practically localized oscillatory error to appear at t = 0 as a result of projecting
the peakon onto the finite element space. As previously mentioned we normally use as initial value of the
discrete schemes the H1 projection of the initial data; using the L2 projection or the interpolant leads to
similar errors.
As an example, consider the evolution shown in Figure 4, in which a peakon of unit speed, initially
centered at x = 0, is approximated by the H1 projection in the space, of quadratic splines and its evolution
is effected by the fully discrete modified Galerkin method up to T = 50. An oscillatory error, decaying fast
in space, of amplitude 7.5× 10−3 for h = 0.05, is generated near x = 0 where the initial peakon was located.
It diminishes slowly as h is decreased; for example its amplitude is about 1.6× 10−3 when h = 6.25× 10−3.
A similar error is observed in the case of the standard Galerkin method for the other spline spaces; the
modified method gives somewhat better results. We observed that the same type of error appears in spectral
discretizations of the CH equation with the interpolant e.g. taken as initial condition.
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Figure 4. Peakon propagation with the modified Galerkin method and quadratic splines
for various values of h, ∆t = h/10, T = 50
This small noise remains stationary in time in the vicinity of the spatial point of its generation. Apparently
this property is shared by the CH equation (due to the presence of the −uxxt term) with the BBM equation,
for which, it was shown in [3] that initial discontinuities in the data do not propagate. (Similar errors,
noticed in numerical solutions of the BBM equation in [5], were caused by the truncation of the decaying
ends of an initial solitary-wave profile in that reference.)
(ii) Peakons, being solitons, interact elastically, and their overtaking collisions have been described in
detail analytically cf. e.g. [15, 41]. However, when their interactions are simulated by a numerical evolution
method one observes that numerical artifacts, in the form of small residual waves, are produced.
As an example, we consider two peakons of amplitudes 1.0 and 0.5 centered initially at x = −20 and
20, respectively. With those initial values we integrate the RCH with periodic conditions on the interval
[−100, 100] using the fully discrete modified Galerkin method with cubic splines with h = 5 × 10−3 and
∆t = h/10. The results of the numerical evolution up to t = 200 are shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5(c), at t = 25, we observe again the small oscillations (stationary in the vicinity of x = −20
and x = 20) produced by the H1 projection of the initial peakons in the finite element space and previously
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Figure 5. Interaction of two peakons, modified Galerkin, cubic splines, h = 0.005, ∆t = h/10
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Figure 6. Interaction of two peakons (evolution of Figure 5) using the standard
pseudospectral-RK4 method, N = 16384, ∆ = 5× 10−3
commented on. The peakons first interact in a spatial and temporal window centered at (x, t) = (60, 80) and
wrap around the boundary due to periodicity. At t = 200 (Figure 5(e), (f)) we observe the high frequency
stationary oscillations produced near x = 20 due to the initial approximation of the smaller peakon. (The
analogous oscillations produced near x = −20 by the projection of the larger peakon have ‘climbed’ on
the larger peakon which is centered at x = −20 at this time instant.) We also observe near x = 60 a
large-wavelength wavelet of amplitude about 2.8× 10−4. This wavelet is stationary; note that the dispersion
relation of the linearized RCH is ω = 0, and therefore small-amplitude disturbances are not expected to
propagate. The wavelet is a numerical artifact produced by the numerical approximation of the peakon
collision. Its amplitude diminishes slowly as h is decreased; e.g. it was equal to 5×10−4 when h = 0.01. The
wavelet reappeared near x = 60 after the next interaction (due to periodicity), of the peakons, that occurred
around t = 480. (In order to observe the wavelet after the subsequent interactions, which all occur near
x = 60, one has to ‘clean’ smoothly the solution profile well after the first interaction from small-amplitude
artifacts and let the main pulses interact again). That the wavelet is specific to the numerical interaction of
peakons may also be seen from the fact that it is absent when overtaking collisions of smooth travelling waves
of the RCH are simulated numerically. When we did so (with the same numerical method taking h = 0.1
and ∆t = h/10), we observed that only the expected numerical dispersive tail was observed; the latter had
an amplitude of O(10−6) and diminished fast as h was decreased.
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The wavelet also appears after numerical peakon interactions effected by other type of discretizations.
For example, the pseudospectral-RK4 method with N = 16, 384, ∆t = 5 × 10−3 gives for the analogous
experiment shown in Figure 5, at t = 200 the profile given in Figure 6, very similar to the one of Figure
5(f). The wavelet and the initial oscillations diminish slowly as N is increased and ∆t is decreased. The
fact that the numerical interaction of peakons with spectral methods give small errors that diminish slowly
as the mesh is refined was already observed in [31]. Here we have pointed out that the small errors are of
the two kinds depicted in Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 7. Evolution of RCH with initial profile (6.10), standard Galerkin method with
cubic splines and pseudospectral-RK4 scheme
(iii) We finally present results obtained by applying our numerical methods to two evolution problems
for RCH that have been proposed in the literature as examples of peakon generation from continuous initial
profiles that have discontinuous derivatives. The first, [27, 46, 10], corresponds to the initial value
(6.10) u0(x) =
10
(3 + |x|)2
, x ∈ [−30, 30] ,
which we integrated up to t = 20 by our fully discrete standard Galerkin method with cubic splines using
h = 0.1, ∆t = 0.001, cf. Figure 7. Superimposed on the spline graphs of Figure 7 are the corresponding
obtained by the usual pseudospectral-RK4 discretization of RCH with N = 4096, ∆t = 0.01. (For smaller
values of N the pseudospectral method had a noticeable phase error by t = 20.)
The second initial profile, [2, 46], corresponds to the plateau function given by
(6.11) u0(x) =


c ex+5 , x ≤ −5
c , |x| ≤ 5
c e−x+5 , x ≥ 5
x ∈ [−40, 40], c = 0.6 ,
and produces the evolution shown up to t = 36 in Figure 8. For the fully discrete stasdard Galerkin
scheme with cubic splines we took h = 0.1 and ∆t = 0.01. Superimposed are shown the corresponding
profiles generated by the usual pseudospectral-RK4 scheme for N = 8192, ∆t = 0.001. For smaller values of
N the scheme exhibited phase and amplitude errors in approximating the larger emerging peakon. In both
test problems the Galerkin method gave very accurate results.
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Figure 8. Evolution of RCH with initial profile (6.11), Standard Galerkin method with
cubic splines and pseudospectral-RK4
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